To understand recognition memory, the detection of stimulus repetition, it first is necessary to resolve the debate between 2 fundamentally different models of recognition. Contemporary single-process models assume that recognition memory relies solely on the neural system required for the recall of prior events. Dual-process models assume that recognition comprises 2 independent forms of memory: one supports recall, and the other detects repeated stimuli by signaling their familiarity, the feeling of previous occurrence without the recall of any associated information. These 2 models were contrasted in patients who had undergone surgical removal of a colloid cyst, a condition associated with memory loss when accompanied by fornix and/or mammillary body atrophy. Comparisons were made between 2 groups of 9 patients that differed only with respect to the extent of mammillary body atrophy. Only the more atrophied group was impaired on tests of recall, but both groups showed normal recognition levels on a task that equates recall and recognition performance in normal participants. To explore the nature of this spared recognition, we estimated recall-based recognition and familiarity-based recognition using 3 distinct methods: self-report, receiver operating characteristics, and structural equation modeling. All 3 methods showed impaired recall-based recognition accompanied by intact familiarity in the most atrophied group, as predicted only by dual-process models. When structural equation modeling was applied to all 62 colloid cyst patients, the recall/familiarity dualprocess model best explained the patients' memory pattern. The convergent evidence that mammillary body atrophy impairs recall but spares familiarity-based recognition appears irreconcilable with single-process models.
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amnesia ͉ colloid cyst ͉ fornix ͉ mammillary body ͉ recognition T he present study tested one of the most contentious issues in current memory research: whether recognition memory reflects the operation of 2 distinct retrieval processes (''recollection'' and ''familiarity'') or the output of a single common process or memory system. According to single-process models, subjective feelings of ''remembering'' a target (a form of cued recall) as opposed to ''knowing'' a target (an isolated sense of familiarity) merely reflect differences in the strength of the recognition signal (1) (2) (3) . Dual-process models postulate that ''recollection-based'' and ''familiarity-based'' recognition rely, in part, on independent functions and distinct brain regions (4) (5) (6) (7) . Consequently, the 2 classes of model make different predictions about the fate of recognition memory following damage to sites assumed to be vital for recall such as the hippocampus and its interdependent structures (8) (9) (10) (11) . Only dual-process models predict that a complete sparing of familiarity-based recognition could occur in the presence of recall deficits. The present study tested this critical prediction by examining a large cohort of patients, all of whom had colloid cysts surgically removed from within the third ventricle, a condition associated with recall deficits arising from damage to the fornix and mammillary bodies (MBs) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
Previous studies have shown that colloid cyst removal often is associated with recall deficits but can appear to spare recognition (12, 16) , an outcome more consistent with dual-process models. It first, however, is necessary to ensure that such recognition dissociations are not artifacts that arise from using recall tests that are more difficult than recognition tests. The Doors and People Test (17) controls for this artifact by equating recall and recognition in control participants. With this test it has recently been shown that MB atrophy in colloid cyst cases severely disrupts recall but spares recognition (13) . Therefore the same cohort of patients is ideally placed to test the critical prediction of whether spared recognition reflects intact familiarity-based recognition (as assumed only by dual-process models). Techniques for distinguishing familiaritybased from recollection-based processes include (i) using subjective measures of ''remembering'' and ''knowing'' made during recognition testing (R/K); (ii) using confidence judgments to derive receiver operating characteristics (ROCs); and (iii) structural equation modeling (SEM) of relationships among recall and recognition scores. No agreed optimal approach exists, so the current study sought convergent evidence from these 3 independent methods.
To date, attempts to dissociate recollection and familiarity in patient studies have been inconclusive. Single-case and small-group studies have shortcomings, because much variation in individual patient performance often may arise because of premorbid differences in memory, variations in effective lesion location, and the inherent variation of cognitive measures (R/K and ROC) based on subjective experiences. Large-group studies provide the best opportunity to counter these shortcomings, but previous studies (11, 18, 19) have combined patients with differing etiologies and/or have not provided volumetric measures of sufficient key brain structures, thus severely limiting any conclusions. In contrast, the present study examined a cohort of patients with both a single etiology (colloid cyst) and quantified estimates of damage from multiple sites, including the extended hippocampal system (hippocampus, fornix, and MBs).
MRI-based volumetric measurements were available for a subset of 26 colloid cyst patients, all of whom had undergone neuropsychological testing. Two subgroups of patients (each n ϭ 9) were created based solely on differences in MB volume (large versus small). Estimates of recollection and familiarity were derived for these 2 subgroups using established R/K and ROC tests of word recognition. The critical prediction from dual-process models (8, 20) was that the subgroup of patients with the smallest MBs would show a disproportionate loss of recollection-based processes but spared estimates of familiarity. Next, SEM of visual recall and visual recognition data were applied to the results from a larger set of colloid cyst patients (n ϭ 62), many of whom performed only IQ and standard memory tests. These analyses allowed comparisons of how well single-and dual-process models explained the nonverbal recognition data and also provided derived estimates of familiarity and recollection for the 2 subgroups of patients.
Results
Small-MB Group (n ‫؍‬ 9) Versus Large-MB Group (n ‫؍‬ 9). A total of 38 colloid cyst patients received a standardized, structural MRI protocol (13, 21, 22) . Of these, 26 patients completed all cognitive tests, including R/K and ROC. Two subgroups, each of 9 patients, were drawn from this smaller cohort of 26 cases. The critical difference was that 1 subgroup (the ''small-MB'' group) contained the 9 patients with the smallest combined left and right MB volumes, and the other subgroup (the ''large-MB'' group) comprised the 9 colloid cyst cases with the largest MB volumes. The subgroups therefore represented the top and bottom thirds of the patients, based on MB volume, to maximize likely mnemonic differences between the 2 groups. There was no evidence that the large-MB group suffered any memory loss when comparisons were made with population norms (e.g., the Wechsler Memory Scale-third edition [WMS-III] including Face Recognition, Doors and People Test) ( Table 1) . Likewise, in the large-MB group there was no difference between full-scale IQ predicted memory performance on the WMS-III and actual performance (e.g., General Memory index, t Ͻ 1). The next set of analyses revealed how well-matched these 2 subgroups were on factors other than memory performance. The small-MB group (n ϭ 9) and the large-MB group (n ϭ 9) did not differ in age (t (16) ϭ 1.66, P ϭ 0.12), length of time from surgery to first test session (t (16) ϭ 1.66, P ϭ 0.12), or gender balance (Table 1) . Likewise, performance of the small-MB and large-MB groups did not differ on verbal, performance, or full-scale IQ as measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-third edition (WAIS-III) (all t Ͻ 1), which were all within normal limits ( Table 1) .
Structural volumes were calculated for 19 sites of interest, all of which are implicated in memory processes or are susceptible to damage from colloid cysts. Comparisons carried out using both raw volumes and intracranial volume (ICV) normalized scores found no volume differences between the 2 subgroups (all P Ͼ 0.05) with the inevitable exception of MB volume (both raw scores and ICVnormalized P Ͻ 0.001; supporting information (SI) Table S1 ). Indeed, the only other comparisons in which P Ͻ 0.1 were fornix volume [ICV normalized t (16) ϭ 1.92, P ϭ 0.07; fornix volumes were smaller for the small-MB group] and the entorhinal cortex volume [raw volume t (16) ϭ 1.98, P ϭ 0.065; entorhinal cortex volumes were larger for the small-MB group]. Finally, it should be noted that the MB volumes of both the small-MB and large-MB groups were smaller than those of a normal control group (13) used for volumetric analyses [mean raw volumes Ϯ SD: controls ϭ 0.068 cm 3 Ϯ 0.010; large-MB group ϭ 0.058 cm 3 Ϯ 0.008; small-MB group ϭ 0.015 cm 3 Ϯ 0.01; for the large-MB group versus controls, raw scores: t(10.8) ϭ 7.9, P Ͻ 0.001; for the large-MB group versus controls, ICV-normalized scores: t (19) ϭ 19.3, P Ͻ 0.001].
Confirmation of Recall:Recognition Difference from Doors and People
Test. An ANOVA carried out on the 4 subtest scaled scores (2 recall, 2 recognition) of the Doors and People Test revealed a significant subgroup difference (F (1, 16) ϭ 8.3, P ϭ 0.01; Table 1 ). The group x subtest interaction did not reach significance (P ϭ 0.1), probably because of the relatively small group numbers in the present study (13) . Even so, the small-MB group was significantly worse than the large-MB group on both tests of recall (People, P ϭ 0.001; Shapes, P ϭ 0.005) but not on the 2 tests of recognition (Doors, P ϭ 0.19; Names, F Ͻ 1). These results did not reflect abnormal performance of the large-MB group, because their mean scores for the 4 subtests (Table 1 ) were all just above the normalized Remember/Know Procedure. The R/K procedure, as described by Yonelinas et al. (19) , provided estimates of familiarity and recollection for target sets of words. Fig. 1A shows the derived probability estimates for recollection and familiarity. Recollection was estimated as the probability of responding ''remember'' to an old item minus the probability of responding ''remember'' to a new item. Familiarity was estimated as the probability of a ''familiar'' response given that the item was not recollected, assuming it is not possible to give a ''familiar'' response to a recollected item, i.e., F/(1 Ϫ R). Familiarity was estimated in the same way for old and new items. This estimate assumes that the probability of familiarity occurring is independent of whether an item is recollected. Newitem familiarity then was subtracted from that of the old items to account for potential differences in false-alarm rates. Inspection of Fig. 1 A immediately shows that although the 2 groups showed comparable levels of familiarity (''know''), the small-MB group had relatively reduced levels of recollection (''remember''). This pattern was supported by an overall ANOVA with the factors group, encoding condition (deep/shallow), and memory type (recollection/familiarity). There was an overall group difference (F (1, 16) ϭ 6.2, P ϭ 0.024) as well as a group x memory-type interaction (F (1, 16) ϭ 5.8, P ϭ 0.028) because the small-MB group had significantly lower estimates of recollection (P ϭ 0.002), but there was no difference in estimates of familiarity (F Ͻ 1). There also was an overall effect of encoding condition (F (1, 16) ϭ 20.3, P Ͻ 0.001), with overall performance being better on the deep encoding condition. However, the lack of a significant 3-way interaction reflects the same pattern of responses across both deep and shallow conditions, i.e., for familiarity estimates the small-MB and large-MB groups were comparable, but for recollection the small-MB group scores remained lower (see Fig. S1 ). Consistent with this pattern of results, ICV-normalized MB volumes (n ϭ 26) significantly correlated with the estimates of recollection (r ϭ 0.621, P ϭ 0.001) but not familiarity (r ϭ Ϫ0.070, P ϭ 0.73); these correlations are upheld even when controlling for patient age and time between surgery and test (see Table S2 ).
Receiver Operating Characteristics. The ROC procedure was identical to that previously used by Yonelinas et al. (23) and assessed confidence in recognition memory for studied words. ROC curves were plotted from the confidence ratings for the recognition responses made in a verbal yes/no recognition test. The average ROCs for the small-MB and large-MB groups are presented in Fig.  1C . The proportion of new items accepted as old (false alarms) and the proportion of old items accepted as old (hits) are plotted on the x-and y-axes, respectively. The left-most point on each function represents the proportion of items receiving the most confident old responses (i.e., a 6 response), and each consecutive point includes items receiving the next most confident old response (e.g., the second point includes items receiving 5 or 6 responses). From the graph (Fig. 1C) , it can be seen that the 2 groups have differently shaped curves. The large-MB group has a curve that is skewed to the left. The curve for the small-MB group is much more symmetrical, indicating a greater reliance on familiarity than on recollection. This difference is supported by the higher value at which the large-MB group's curve intersects the y-axis.
The average ROC for each participant was quantified by fitting a nonlinear equation to the observed ROCs using a sum of squares search algorithm (23) 
assumes that recognition reflects the contribution of recollection (R) and an independent familiarity process (d' reflects the distance between 2 equal-variance Gaussian strength distributions; c i reflects the response criterion at point i; and ⌽ reflects the cumulative response function). To facilitate comparison to recollection, each d' value was converted to the probability of a hit given the average false-alarm rate. Familiarity accuracy then was measured by subtracting the average false-alarm rate from the calculated hit rate. Parameter estimates for recollection and familiarity were derived for each subject and are presented in Fig. 1D . Again, it can be seen that the 2 groups have equivalent levels of familiarity but differ in their use of recollective processes. An ANOVA carried out on these estimates revealed an overall group difference (F (1, 16) ϭ 7.67, P ϭ 0.014). Although there was no group x memory-type interaction (F (1, 16) ϭ 2.16, P ϭ 0.16), the small-MB group had significantly lower estimates only of recollection (F (1, 32) ϭ 9.26, P ϭ 0.005); there was no difference in the estimates of familiarity for the large-MB and small-MB group (F (1, 32) ϭ 1.17, P ϭ 0.288). There was no difference in the d' scores across the 2 groups [t (16) ϭ 1.13, P ϭ 0.28; means Ϯ SE; small-MB group ϭ 0.89 Ϯ 0.44, large MB group ϭ 1.14 Ϯ 0.49]. As for R/K, correlations based on ICV-normalized MB volumes (n ϭ 26) yielded a significant positive relationship for the ROC estimates of recollection (r ϭ 0.472, P ϭ 0.015) but not familiarity (r ϭ 0.347, P ϭ 0.082). Again, these correlation were upheld when controlled for age and time between surgery and test (Table S2) .
Structural Equation Modeling
. In all colloid cyst cases (n ϭ 62), SEM was applied to visual recall and visual recognition data from the entire cohort of colloid cyst patients who had been assessed using the WAIS-III or Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) and WMS-III tests (13) . Verbal memory performance was not examined because these tests do not contain a task that solely measures verbal recognition. The mean age of the patients was 48 years (SD, 12), and their ages ranged from 22 to 74 years. All patients performed within normal limits on tests of intelligence (mean IQ, 104.3; SD 13.1; range, 77-134). Estimates of famil- iarity and recollection were made by fitting a 2-process model to the standardized recognition and recall test data, using SEM (19, 24, 25) .
The 2-factor SEM assumes that 1 latent variable (recollection) contributes to both recall and recognition, whereas a second latent variable (familiarity) contributes only to recognition (Fig. 2) . The model provided a statistically acceptable account of the data, 2 (2) ϭ 2.28, P ϭ 0.31, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) ϭ 0.048, consistent Akaike information criterion (CAIC) ϭ 43.30. Of the 6 factor loadings estimated, all were significantly greater than zero except that between delayed recognition on recollection, z ϭ 1.80, P ϭ 0.07. However, because this parameter represents an a priori expectation, it was kept in the model for all model comparisons and for estimating factor scores. The low value of this parameter suggests a diminishing role of recollection in face recognition with increased delay. A singlefactor model also was fit in which there was no familiarity factor (i.e., there was only 1 factor underlying all 4 tests). The fit of the single-factor model was statistically rejectable, 2 (4) ϭ 30.28, P Ͻ 0.001, RMSEA ϭ 0.328, CAIC ϭ 61.04. Moreover, the 2-factor model represented a statistically significant improvement over the 1-factor model, ⌬ 2 (2) ϭ 28.00, P Ͻ 0.001. An alternative 2-factor model inconsistent with the dual-process theory of recognition was fit also. In this model, the second factor contributed to recall instead of recognition. The fit of this alternative model also was statistically rejectable, 2 (2) ϭ 7.00, P ϭ 0.03, RMSEA ϭ 0.202, CAIC ϭ 48.01. The alternative 2-factor model and the dual-process model are not nested models and thus cannot be compared statistically. However, practical fit measures indicate the dual-process model provided the superior fit, with lower RMSEA (26) and CAIC (27) values than the alternative 2-factor model. Thus, the SEM results indicated 2 factors were necessary to explain the covariances among the 4 tests and that a dual-process account of recognition specifically was necessary.
Small-MB Group Versus Large-MB Group (SEM).
From the best-fitting solution of the first 2-factor model (Fig. 2) , latent variable scores for recollection and familiarity factors were estimated for each subject in the small-MB and large-MB groups. Recollection and familiarity scores were standardized to a mean of zero and SD of 1.0 across all 62 cases; thus they are interpretable as z-scores. The mean estimates are depicted in Fig. 1B . An ANOVA carried out on these estimates revealed no overall difference between the 2 groups (F (1, 16) ϭ 2.63, P ϭ 0.12), but there was a significant group x memory-type interaction (F (1, 16) ϭ 11.31, P ϭ 0.004) . This interaction reflected a significant difference between the small-MB and large-MB groups in terms of their recollection estimates (F (1, 32) ϭ 11.87, P ϭ 0.002) but not in their familiarity estimates (F (1, 32) ϭ 1.04, P ϭ 0.32). In addition, although the recollection estimates were significantly lower than the familiarity estimates in the small-MB group (F (1, 16) ϭ 12.18, P ϭ 0.002), there was no difference between the recollection and familiarity estimates in the large-MB group (F Ͻ1). Consistent with the group analyses, correlations based on ICVnormalized MB volumes (n ϭ 36) yielded a significant positive relationship for the SEM-derived estimates of recollection (r ϭ 0.552, P Ͻ 0.001) but not familiarity (r ϭ Ϫ0.143, P ϭ 0.405). These correlations remained when controlled for age and time between surgery and test (Table S2) .
Discussion
There are several reports that the amnesia associated with colloid cyst damage appears preferentially to disrupt recall rather than recognition (12, 13, 16) . The present study therefore sought to understand the cause of any apparent recall: recognition dissociation in this patient group. In doing so, the present study also responded to the stated need to use group rather than single-case studies to address the more fundamental question of whether single-process or dual-process models can best explain recognition memory (1) . Unlike previous group studies (11, 18, 28) , the patients were not selected on the basis of known memory deficits; rather, they represent the continuum of pathological changes associated with a single etiology. This approach was made possible by having detailed neuropsychological assessments and quantified volumetric measures of multiple brain sites, including the MBs, for a cohort of 26 cases. Convergent findings from 3 different approaches all arrived at the same conclusion: pathology associated with MB atrophy produces a selective loss of recollection-based recognition while sparing familiarity-based recognition. These findings strengthen the view that the extended hippocampal system is selectively critical for processes leading to effective recall.
Previously, through the use of the Doors and People Test, Tsivilis et al. (13) showed a recall/recognition dissociation related to MB atrophy that was not an artifact of task difficulty. This same dissociation (poor recall, spared recognition) was confirmed in the small-MB group used in the present study. Earlier single-case studies reported this same dissociation on the Doors and People Test in patients with selective hippocampal damage (29, 30) . This pattern, however, was not found in a group of 6 diverse amnesic patients with varying patterns of neuropathology in the hippocampus, frontal lobes, and thalamus (28) or in a group of 7 patients with hippocampal damage following cardiac arrest, carbon monoxide poisoning, drug overdose, or unknown causes (11) . Because of such inconsistencies the present study adopted the more rigorous approach of examining a cohort with a single etiology and acquiring detailed volumetric structural information.
Independent estimates of recollection-based and familiaritybased verbal recognition were derived for 2 subgroups, each consisting of 9 colloid cyst patients (the large-MB and small-MB groups) using R/K decisions and ROC. Membership of the 2 subgroups was determined entirely on volumetric analyses compiled after cognitive testing; hence, all testing was blind to eventual group status. The rationale for subdividing the colloid cyst cases on the basis of MB volume arose from specific predictions (8, 13 ) that damage to this site should preferentially disrupt recollection-based recognition. The subsequent convergent findings of spared measures of familiarity but diminished recollection-based recognition in the small-MB group therefore were consistent both with these predictions and with the patients' previous performance on the Doors and People Test (spared recognition, impaired recall).
Prior indirect evidence of spared familiarity after extended hippocampal damage comes from the remarkable case of a man with selective bilateral MB damage caused by a snooker cue (31). This man showed a striking sparing of recognition compared with recall. More specific support comes from the study of a single patient who had mammillothalamic tract damage who appeared to suffer a selective loss of recollection-based recognition when assessed using R/K and ROC tasks (20) . The mammillothalamic tract carries projections from the MBs to the anterior thalamus, making these findings highly relevant, a view reinforced by studies in rats showing comparably severe memory impairments following lesions to the MBs or mammillothalamic tract (32) . In a clear advance over these single-case studies (20, 31) , the present study involved 2 patient subgroups matched for surgical procedure as well as age, IQ, and time since surgery. It also was possible to compare the volumetric status of brain sites outside the MBs. Of the other 18 brain sites measured, including the hippocampus, perirhinal cortex, and septum, the mean volumes in the small-MB group never were significantly smaller than those of the large-MB group. For these reasons the present results seem to provide some of the clearest R/K and ROC evidence to date that recollection and familiarity can be functionally dissociated in patients with MB/fornix atrophy.
An alternative strategy was to apply SEM to data from the entire cohort of colloid cyst cases. This approach again revealed the superior power of 2-process models of recognition to describe the patterns of memory performance. The current SEM results corroborate both the R/K and ROC data, but with a very different operationalization of recollection and familiarity. In the dualprocess SEM, recollection is a latent variable that explains the variance shared in recall and recognition tests, and familiarity is a latent variable that explains additional variance shared in recognition tests that is not shared by recall. The SEM analysis indicated that this 2-factor structure provided a good account of the covariance among visual recall and recognition tests. The 2-factor model also was superior to a single-factor model in which there was only 1 underlying memory process. The SEM analysis also showed that an alternative 2-factor model in which the second factor contributed to recall instead of recognition did not provide a statistically acceptable fit. This result is important because it indicates that, despite the simplicity of the model and the small number of variables, it is not the case that just any 2-factor solution is sufficient to explain the data.
The model in the present study was applied to immediate and delayed versions of face recognition and family pictures recall because these tasks were relatively matched in content and provided appropriate data for the largest cohort of subjects (verbal tests were examined by the R/K and ROC methods). Because the recollection and familiarity factors were estimated from only these 2 kinds of tasks, the factor scores include an unknown amount of task-specific variance that probably would not be present across other, different tests of recall and recognition. However, it is precisely because recollection and familiarity factors are estimated from this narrow range of tests that the convergence across methods is notable: greater contamination of factors by task-specific variance should, if anything, have made the SEM results less likely to converge with R/K and ROC results. Furthermore, the present results are consistent with other SEM studies using different recall and recognition tests in different populations. SEMs with the same dual-process assumptions have provided successful accounts of word recall and recognition by patients who have suffered cerebral hypoxia (24, 33) and by elderly participants (25) . Moreover, in the hypoxia studies, the 2-factor dual-process model provided a similarly superior account of the data over a single-factor model and an alternative 2-factor recall model. Thus, in addition to providing a cross-method and cross-materials corroboration of the R/K and ROC results of the present study, the current SEM findings provide a cross-sample and cross-materials corroboration of previous SEM studies.
A potential issue is whether the disproportionate loss of recollection-based recognition is merely the consequence of a mild recognition memory impairment, i.e., a loss of memory strength that removes those features of recognition (recollection) that reflect a stronger trace (e.g., ref. 1). One obvious problem with this single-process explanation is that the members of the small-MB group were unimpaired on the recognition components of the Doors and People Test and/or on the ROC task, as measured by d', despite very persistent recall deficits. A single-process memory account must, by its very nature, suppose some overall reduction in recognition performance if the task is sufficiently demanding, but this reduction was not evident. In contrast, dual-process models can predict this pattern of preserved recognition on the assumption that the performance of some recognition tasks depends minimally on recall. In addition, single-process models cannot accommodate a full sparing of familiarity when recall-based recognition is impaired, but all 3 tests showed that the 2 patient subgroups had comparable levels of familiarity. Although additional comparisons were not made with a normal participant group to provide baseline levels of familiarity (because there would have been inevitable group differences relating to illness, surgical procedures, and hydrocephalus), the consistent normal performance of the large-MB subgroup (Table 1) on standard recognition tests (as well as on standard recall tests) must suppose intact familiarity. Consequently, the assumption of intact familiarity also holds for the small-MB subgroup.
To date, the neuropsychological studies that appear to support dual-process models typically report impaired recall relative to recognition (e.g., 4, 19, 29, 34) ; however, if familiarity and recollection are truly dissociable, then the opposite pattern should be found also. Indeed, a recent study of an epileptic patient who underwent anterior temporal lobe resection that damaged the left rhinal area but left the hippocampus intact has reported this opposite pattern of impaired verbal familiarity with preserved recollection (9) . This finding, combined with our finding that recollection-based recognition memory is disproportionately impaired across 3 independent measures in a group of patients selected solely in terms of pathology to the MB, provides some of the most convincing evidence to date in support of dual-process models of recognition memory.
Methods
Participants. A total of 62 participants were drawn from 14 neurological centers across England, Scotland, and Wales. All participants had a colloid cyst surgically removed from within the third ventricle at least 1 year before the investigation. A variety of surgical approaches (transfrontal, transcallosal, and endoscopic aspiration and excision) had been used to remove the cyst (21, 22) . Patients were excluded if they had additional neurological disorders or were under 18 years of age. Although all patients (30 males, 32 females) were assessed using the WAIS-III or WASI and WMS-III, only a subset of 38 patients agreed to MRI scanning. The interval between the colloid cyst surgery and the subsequent MRI scan ranged from 12 to 240 months (mean, 79.9 months; SD 66.7).
Of the 38 patients who had MRI scans, 26 patients had completed all memory tasks, including the R/K and ROC tests, without any difficulty in understanding the task demands. This decrease in patient numbers reflected dropout by the participants rather than selective targeting by the investigators. The participants' data subsequently were placed into 2 groups based on the combined left and right ICV-normalized MB volumes (21), with 9 patients in each group (with the largest or smallest volumes, respectively). These groups, therefore, represented the top and bottom thirds of the 26 patients (based on MB volume). These 2 sets of 9 subjects comprised respective parts of the small-MB (n ϭ 11) and large-MB (n ϭ 11) groups described by Tsivilis et al. (13) . Approval for this study was provided by a United Kingdom MultiCentre Research Ethics Committee (MREC). All participants gave their informed consent before inclusion in the study.
MRI Assessments of Neuropathology. The patients and 20 age-matched normal controls were scanned at the same center with the same protocols (21, 22) . A list of the 19 regions for which volumes were assessed is given in Table S1 . Anatomical and MRI delineations for most of these regions have been published elsewhere (21, 22) .
Standard Neuropsychological Tests.
Patients were tested on the WAIS-III (35), WMS-III (36), WASI (37) , and the Doors and People Test of Recall and Recognition (17) .
